Fundamental physics using the temporal gravitational wave background
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We propose a novel probe of fundamental physics that involves the exploration of temporal correlations between the multi-frequency electromagnetic (EM) signal and the sub-threshold GW signal
or stochastic gravitational wave background (SGWB) originating from coalescing binaries. This
method will be useful for the detection of EM counterparts associated with the sub-threshold/SGWB
signal. Exploiting the time delay between concomitant emission of the gravitational wave and EM
signals enables inference of the redshifts of the contributing sources by studying the time delay
dilation due to cosmological expansion, provided that the time-lag between the emission of gravitational wave signal and the EM signal acts like a standard clock. Measurement of the inevitable
time-domain correlations between different frequencies of gravitational and EM waves, most notably
in gamma-rays, will test several aspects of fundamental physics and gravitation theory, and enable
a new pathway for current and future gravitational wave telescopes to study the universal nature of
binary compact objects to high redshifts.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-frequency observations of a coalescing binary
object in both gravitational and electromagnetic (EM)
waves were first made for the neutron star binary merger
GW170817 [1–3]. This event left its imprint in the gravitational wave (GW) signal, as well as on the EM signals from gamma rays to the radio domain [4]. Such
an event makes it possible to study both astrophysical
and cosmological aspects [3, 5–7]. Analogously to this
relatively nearby event, there are multiple astrophysical
sources (binary neutron stars (BNSs), neutron star-black
holes (NS-BHs), and binary black holes (BBHs)) coalescing in the observational Universe at high redshifts that
cannot be detected as individual events. Such sources can
be classified into two groups: sub-threshold GW events
and astrophysical stochastic GW background (SGWB)
[8–18].
EM counterparts from the GW sources are expected
under several scenarios. For sources such as BNSs and
NS-BHs, one expects to see EM counterparts from the jet
ejecta and their shock interactions with the interstellar
medium (ISM) [19–22]. For sources such as stellar origin BBHs detectable in the LIGO-Virgo frequency band
[23–27], EM counterparts are expected if baryonic matter surrounds the coalescing black hole [28, 29], notably
∗
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including neutrino-driven winds [30, 31] in the presence
of magnetic fields [32], and/or if the BBHs are charged
[33]. For supermassive BBHs (SMBHs), detectable with
the upcoming space-based GW detector LISA [34], there
are also likely to be EM counterparts due to the presence
of surrounding baryonic matter. [22, 35–39].
For detected GW sources, one can do a targeted sky
search in the direction of the source, as was done for
the GW sources GW170817 [1–3, 40, 41] and GW190521
[29, 42]. Such exploration allows us to validate or rule
out theoretical models associated with the emission process and GW signals from the light curves obtained over
multiple frequencies. Observation of such systems in
the future will make it possible to understand the astrophysical properties of the sources by characterizing
their light curves over a wide range of EM frequency
channels[43, 44]. By using the anticipated population
of such sources, we will be able to either validate existing theoretical models or be able to develop empirically
developed models. While detected GW sources are going to be the guiding principle in the near future, they
can only be observed in the relatively nearby Universe
with the current generation GW detectors such as LIGO
[23–25], Virgo [26, 27], KAGRA [45, 46]. There should
be many sub-threshold GW sources contributing to the
astrophysical SGWB, and these are equally likely to have
EM counterparts but are not detected as a counterpart to
the GW sources. With aLIGO design sensitivity [23–25],
we can only detect individual BNS events up to about
redshift z ∼ 0.1. So, BNS sources at higher redshift
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contribute to the sub-threshold GW signal or SGWB
signal. However, the EM telescopes operating over a
broad range of frequencies also have access to the Universe above redshift z = 0.1. In particular, detection
of gamma-ray emission from Fermi/Gamma- ray Burst
Monitor (GBM) and Swift Observatory is possible beyond redshift z = 0.1 [47–51] and after the beginning of
the observation from Vera Rubin Observatory [52], and
Roman Telescope [53, 54], it will be possible to detect
kilonova using low-energy EM frequency channels also
beyond redshift z = 0.1 [55]. As a result, while some of
the GW sources cannot be detected as individual events,
their EM counterparts (if they exist) can be detected using EM telescopes. So, if there is a way to connect those
well-detected EM signals with the sub-threshold GW or
SGWB signals, then we can identify EM counterparts to
these sources, and can also confirm the astrophysical origin of the sub-threshold GW signal or the SGWB signal.
Detection of the EM counterparts associated with such
sources should allow us to study the redshift evolution of
the astrophysical sources to high cosmological redshift.

nique which will depend on the mission-specific transient
follow-up strategies. These will be explored in a series of
works in the future.

In this paper, we are proposing a novel idea to enable one to identify EM counterparts with associated
sub-threshold GW signal or SGWB signals. The usual
practice is to search for the EM counterpart to the welldetected GW sources by sending triggers of the GW
events to multiple telescopes. What we are suggesting
here is to perform the opposite approach for the subthreshold or SGWB signals. We propose to search for
GW signals in the time-ordered GW data at those times
when there are transient EM sources detected at a particular sky direction in multiple frequency channels. The
detected EM signals can be used as a guiding principle to classify the astrophysical GW signal and distinguish it from detector noise. We propose a technique of
time-domain cross-correlation between the EM signal and
the GW signal to identify the EM counterparts of subthreshold GW signal and SGWB signals. We develop the
formalism of time-domain cross-correlations and discuss
how it can be used for not-well detected GW events to
search for the EM counterparts. The time-domain crosscorrelation between the transient EM signals with the
GW signals will exhibit a strong correlation only when
the signal is present in both GW and EM data. Otherwise, it will be consistent with zero. As a result, if
there is a common origin of EM signals at multiple frequency bands, and there is also a corresponding signal
in GW data, then it can be distinguished from the GW
detector noise or any other non-common origin of the signal. The method proposed here is also applicable for
the search for possible correlations with neutrino signals
such as GW-neutrino searches and EM-neutrino searches.
In this work, we introduce the basic formalism of the
time-domain correlation technique for the search of EM
counterparts to the sub-threshold GW events. More detailed studies for individual missions operating at specific EM frequency channels are required to understand
the application of the time-domain cross-correlation tech-

where tr (z) is the time in the source frame and t is
the time in the observer’s frame, and the observed frequency is related to the source frequency by the relation f = fr /(1 + z). The compact objects contribute to
the SGWB signal in its inspiral, merger, and ring-down
phase. The corresponding energy spectrum per logarithmic frequency bin is

II.

BASIC FRAMEWORK

The energy density of the SGWB with respect to the
critical energy density of the Universe ρc c2 = 3H02 c2 /8πG
can be expressed in terms of the number of compact objects n(z, tr (z), θ, α̂) coalescing in direction α̂ and emitting a GW signal per comoving volume between time
tr (z) to tr (z + ∆z) for the astrophysical parameters denoted by θ ∈ {mass of the coalescing binaries, spin, inclination angle} with probability p(θ), as [8–15]
Z
Z
1
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where G(fr ) captures the frequency dependence of the
GW signal which can be modeled as [56]
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where fx = c3 (a1 η 2 + a2 η + a3 )/πGM in terms of total mass M = m1 + m2 and symmetric mass ratio
η = m1 m2 /M 2 . The values of a1 , a2 , and a3 for different
fx are mentioned in table I [56]. For given coalescing binaries of masses m1 and m2 , the binaries will be emitting
GWs in the inspiral part up to frequency fmerg , followed
by the ringdown part up to frequency fring , and will stop
emitting GW signals after fcut . fw denotes the width of
the Lorentzian function [56]. The frequency of the emitted GW signal is inversely proportional to the total mass
M of the coalescing binaries as shown in Eq. (3), resulting in a higher observed frequency from the ring down
phase for lighter total masses than for the systems composed with heavier total mass.
The number of overlapping coalescing binaries which
contribute to the SGWB signal over a particular time t

3
fi
fmerg
fring
fcut
fw

a1
(×10−1 )
2.9740
5.9411
8.4845
5.0801

a2
(×10−2 )
4.4810
8.9794
12.848
7.7515

a3
(×10−2 )
9.5560
19.111
27.299
2.2369

TABLE I: We show the values of the parameters to
obtain the frequency fmerg , fring , fcut , and fw denoted
by the functional form fi = c3 (a1 η 2 + a2 η + a3 )/πGM
[56].

at a frequency f can be determined using the duty cycle.
The duty cycle for the GW sources contributing to the
SGWB signal is defined as [57, 58]
Z
dD
dτd
= dz ṅ(z)
,
(4)
df
df

FIG. 1: We show the duty cycle as a function of
frequency for the BNS, NS-BHs and BBHs in the
frequency range observable from ground-based GW
detectors. For non-overlapping GW sources, the values
of the duty cycle are less than unity.

where ṅ(z) is the global event rate as a function of the
cosmological redshift z and the duration that the GW
signal spends at frequency f is

rection α̂, and at a time t as

5c5
dτd
=
,
5/3
df
96π 8/3 G5/3 Mz f 11/3

(5)

where, Mz is the redshifted chirp mass of the GW
sources. For values of the duty cycle dD
df > 1, the
observed SGWB is dominated by the overlapping GW
sources. In the opposite limit, the SGWB is going to be
sporadic.
We show the duty cycle in Fig. 1 for a constant merger
rate ṅBBH = 20 Gpc−3 yr−1 , ṅN S−BH = 30 Gpc−3 yr−1 ,
and ṅBN S = 300 Gpc−3 yr−1 [59–61]. A smaller/higher
value of the merger rate will reduce/increase the duty
cycle of the GW signal. The duty cycle for stellar origin
compact objects is going to be less than unity for SGWB
frequency f > 20 Hz, and as a result, the sources contributing to the SGWB are non-overlapping and can be
distinguished. The differences in the duty cycle are going
to show different temporal behaviors of the SGWB signal for different kinds of compact objects (such as BNSs,
NS-BHs, and BBHs), that can be used to differentiate between these sources [16]. The merger rate of GW sources
at high redshift is not yet known. The temporal behavior of the SGWB will be useful for determining the
high redshift merger rate of the GW sources [16]. The
current upper bounds on the all sky-integrated strength
of SGWB and directional SGWB from the O1+O2+O3
data of LIGO-Hanford, LIGO-Livingston, and Virgo is
3.4 × 10−9 at the reference frequency f = 25 Hz [62, 63]
and (0.56 − 9.7) × 10−9 sr−1 [64, 65] respectively for
ΩGW (f ) ∝ f 2/3 . The strength of the SGWB power spectrum is a direct probe of the merger rate of high redshift
sources [16, 66, 67] and can also be used for estimating
the event rate of lensed systems [68, 69].
For sub-threshold GW events or loud GW events, we
can write the observed GW flux F GW (α̂, t) at a sky di-

FGW (α̂, t) =

c3
(|h+ (α̂, t)|2 + |h× (α̂, t)|2 )
16πG

(6)

here, h+,× (α̂, t) denotes the observed GW strain at time t
in the sky direction α̂. The observed strain is assumed to
be detected with matched-filtering signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) above eight, or sub-threshold events with SNR
below eight but distinguishable from the SGWB. In this
expression we have assumed that each signal is isolated
and non-overlapping. For overlapping signals, one can
write the expression in terms of the sum over multiple
events along a particular sky direction.
Similarly, the intensity of the EM signal Iν (t, α̂) from
all the sources emitting along the sky direction α̂ can be
expressed as
ZZ
Iν (t, α̂) =

cdzdθp(θ)n(z, tr (z), θ, α)
4πH(z)(1 + z)3
× LEM (νr , θ, tr (z), z, α̂),

(7)

where LEM (νr , θ, tr (z), z, α̂) is the luminosity of the EM
signal at the source frequency νr = (1+z)ν from a binary
system with intrinsic source parameters denoted by θ ∈
{mass of the coalescing binaries, spin, inclination angle}
at the time in the source frame tr (z) from sky direction
α̂. The luminosity of the EM signal LEM (νr ) depends
on the properties of the astrophysical systems and on
the stage of the merger, but the true nature of LEM (ν)
for different sources is not yet known from observations.
In the remainder of the paper, we will mainly discuss
the time-domain cross-correlation between the SGWB
signal and the EM signal. However, this formalism can
be also directly applied to sub-threshold events or welldetected events.
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written as
ZZ
Cf ν (tobs ,∆tf ν , α̂) =

dzdθ p(θ)n2 (z, tfr (z), θ)
4πρc cH(z)(1 + z)4

dEGW
(fr , θ, tfr (z), α̂)LEM (νr , θ, tνr (z), α̂)
d ln fr
× δ(tfr (z) − tνr (z) − ∆tfr νr (z)),
(8)

×

FIG. 2: A schematic diagram showing the basic
principle behind the time-domain correlation between
SGWB and EM signals from the same sky location. In
the upper panel, we show a cartoon data at a GW
frequency f for two different detector setups denoted by
I and II. The three (exaggerated) GW signals s(ti ) are
shown at time ti for the purpose of illustration,
assuming three different sky locations shown by the
map on the right. In the bottom panel, we show the
cartoon time-series data of the EM signals s(ti + ∆t)
from these sources after time ∆t at three different EM
frequencies ν1 , ν2 , ν3 . The corresponding sky map of the
EM signal is shown on the right for three different
frequency channels. For the purpose of illustration, we
have considered a simple case of emission of the EM
signal after the same time difference ∆t in all the
frequency channels.

where, ∆tfr νr = ∆tf ν /(1 + z) is the relation between
the correlation time-scale between the source frame and
the observer frame, and tfr (and tνr ) are the time in the
source frame for the SGWB signal (and EM signal). If
a GW source contributing to the SGWB has follow-up
EM emission after a time delay ∆tfr νr after the end of
the inspiral stage of the binary in its rest frame, then
assuming the general theory of relativity, the observed
time delay is
Z fmerg
dτ
(9)
∆tfobs ν =
df + (1 + z)∆tfr νr ,
df
fobs
where the first term denotes the duration of the GW
signal between the observed frequency fobs and the frequency at the end of the inspiral phase fmerg in the observer’s frame, after which the EM emission at frequency
νr can be characterised by the time duration ∆tfr νr .
Since from the SGWB, we cannot measure the phase of
the GW signal, we cannot infer the stage of the inspiraling binary system which we observe at frequency fobs .
As a result, the first term is an unknown shift for every
pair of combinations of fr and νr . However as this timeshift is constant for multiple frequency bands of the EM
signal, we can exploit the characteristic time-lag between
GW signal and EM signal at two different frequencies ν
and ν 0 for the same SGWB signal by
∆tfobs νν 0 ≡ ∆tfobs ν − ∆tfobs ν 0 =(1 + z)∆tfr νr νr0 , (10)

III.

METHOD

The emission of the EM signals at frequency ν from
GW sources emitting at frequency f (during inspiral, or
merger, or ringdown phase) will lead to an inevitable correlation in the time domain with a time-lag ∆tf ν = tf −tν
at fixed sky direction. A schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 2 explaining the underlying principle of the temporal correlation. GW sources contributing to the SGWB
can be detected in two different detectors denoted as hI
and hII at an observed frequency f (shown in the upper
two panels). If the binary source emitting the GW signal also emits an EM signal at different frequencies ν1 , ν2 ,
and ν3 (three lower panels) after a time delay ∆tf νi , then
it will appear in the same sky location.
The expected time-domain correlation function can be

where ∆tfr νr νr0 ≡ ∆tfr νr − ∆tfr νr0 is the difference between the characteristic time-scale for GW emission at
frequency fr and EM emission at frequencies νr and νr0 in
the source rest frame. Depending on whether the characteristic time-scale in known or not, one can use the above
equation to find the redshift.
For the signals which are detected as individual loud
events or sub-threshold events, we can write the timedomain cross-correlation as
ZZ
dzdθ p(θ)n(z, tfr (z), θ)
Cf ν (tobs ,∆tf ν , α̂) =
4πH(z)(1 + z)3
× FGW (fr , θ, tfr (z), α̂)LEM (νr , θ, tνr (z), α̂)
× δ(tfr (z) − tνr (z) − ∆tfr νr (z)),
(11)
where FGW (fr , θ, tfr (z), α̂) is the Fourier transform of
the GW loud/sub-threshold events mentioned in Eq. (6).
For a non-overlapping GW signal, the theoretical correlation function is only the product of the EM signal and
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the GW signal within the time-window when both the
signals are present in both data sets. In the remaining of
the analysis we will only discuss the SGWB time-domain
correlation. But our results will also be applicable to the
individual loud/sub-threshold events. We will explore
in detail the time-domain correlation for the individual
events in future work.
For a fixed characteristic time-scale: If the characteristic time-scale ∆tfr νr νr0 is driven primarily by the scales
associated with the astrophysical compact objects, then
it is unlikely to depend on the cosmic epoch and its source
redshift z. As a result, we can expect the characteristic time-scale to be unique and act like a standard clock
for similar kinds of binary systems. The time difference
∆tfr νr νr0 in the rest frame of the source is going to vary for
different types of binaries (BNS, NS-BH, BBHs, SMBHs),
but can be characterised as standard clock for each individual type of binaries. By using the EM spectrum Iν , we
can characterize the type of sources contributing to the
SGWB and the characteristic time-scale ∆tfr νr νr0 can be
modelled from the low redshift individual events. Using
such a standard clock, we can infer the source redshift
using Eq. (10). The corresponding minimum variance
estimator for inferring the redshifts of the GW sources
by combining all N frequency channels is


P
∆tf νν 0
1
N

1 + ẑ =

2σt2

GW

(f )+σt2

EM

(ν)+σt2

EM

(ν 0 ) ∆tfr νr ν 0

r

1

P

N 2σt2

GW

(f )+σt2

EM

(ν)+σt2

EM

(ν 0 )

(12)
where σt2GW (f ) and σt2EM (ν) are the measurement errors associated with the arrival times of the GW and
EM wave. The variance σz2 on inferred redshift ẑ is

−1
P
1
2
σz =
. The time
N 2σ 2
(ν)+σ 2
(ν 0 )
(f )+σ 2
tGW

tEM

tobs ,α̂

tEM

difference mentioned above is measured using the timedifference between the correlation time between the EM
signal at frequency ν (or ν 0 ) and the GW signal at frequency f . As a result, it depends on both the time accuracy of the GW signal and the EM signal. For a kHz
sampling rate of the GW signal and < 5% measurement
accuracy of the timing measurement in the gamma-ray
frequency band, we can measure the redshift by this avenue with an accuracy σz . (few) ×10−2 1 from a single
combination of the frequency channels f√, ν and ν 0 . A
further reduction in the error bars (by 1/ N ) is possible
by combining all the channels. An alternative way to find
the redshifts of the SGWB sources can be through identifying the host galaxy from a photometric/spectroscopic
follow-up using telescopes [52, 54, 70–76], after observing
the EM counterparts for these signals, predicted here to
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reveal a strong time-domain correlation with the GW signal. The time delay between the GW signal and the EM
signal will depend on the astrophysical systems and the
structure of the astrophysical systems, as well as its environment. In such a scenario, the time delay will not be
unique for every source, but will depend on the property
of the host galaxy. In such a scenario measurement of the
redshift using the time delay will be difficult. However, a
measurement of the time delay cross-correlation signal is
still be useful in learning the property of the astrophysical sources, its environment, and the dependence of the
time-delay between the emission of the signal between
the GW and EM signal at different frequency channels.
For a random characteristic time-scale: If the characteristic time scale is random and varies for each source,
then one cannot use Eq. (10) to obtain the redshift. In
such a case, the redshift of the EM signal can be measured by host identification using photometric or spectroscopic galaxy catalogs, available from the EM surveys [52, 54, 70–76]. The uncertainties in redshift σz
for photometric and spectroscopic galaxy catalog are expected to be of the order O(10−2 ) and O(10−4 ) respectively. However by estimating the redshift ẑ from the
host galaxy, one can infer the characteristic time-scale
∆tfr νr νr0 = ∆tfr νr νr /(1 + ẑ).
By estimation of the redshift either using the standard
clock method (given in Eq. 12) or by the host galaxy
identification, we can write Eq. (8) as a tomographic
estimate at every redshift (see Eq. (10)). After integrating over the observation time and sky directions, we can
obtain the time-domain correlation signal as 2

Z
dθ p(θ)n2 (z, tfr , θ) dEGW
(fr , θ, tfr (z))
Cf ν (∆tf ν ) =
ρc cH(z)(1 + z)4
d ln fr

× LEM (νr , θ, tfr (z) + ∆tfr νr (z), z)
.

We assume a < 5% error on the measurement of the time delay
in the gamma-ray frequency band following the error-bar on the
measurement of the time-delay made for GW170817 [4].

(13)
This signal depends on the intrinsic source property of
the astrophysical system (the term present in the angular brackets), the number density of emitting systems
n(z, t0 , θ), and the expansion history of the Universe
H(z). The spectral shape of the time-domain correlation
signal depends on the spectral shape of the EM signal
LEM . Even in the absence of a characteristic time-scale
∆tfr νr , the time-domain cross-correlation signal between
GWs and EM signals will exist and can be used to explore the properties of the astrophysical sources. For
the correct association of the EM signal with the SGWB
signal, we require that the observed characteristic timescale ∆tf ν between GW frequency f and EM frequency
ν is shorter than the time gap between the emission of
two signals ∆tGW at the same sky location in the SGWB
map, i.e. ∆tf ν < ∆tGW . ∆tGW is related to the event
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The angular bracket h.itobs ,α̂ ≡

1
Tobs 4π

R

d2 α̂

R

dt

6

rate by the relation ∆tGW =

R

dz c d2c ṅ(z)
H(z)(1+z))

−1
, where

Cf ν (tobs , ∆tf ν , α̂) ≡
=

1
δt

0
Ωobs
GW (f, t , α̂)

Z

tobs +δt/2

−

−



Iνobs (t0

+ ∆tf ν , α̂) −

Iνb (t0


+ ∆tf ν ) ,
(14)




0
b
obs 0
b
dt0 Ωobs
(f,
t
,
α̂)
−
Ω
(f
)
I
(t
+
∆t
,
α̂)
−
I
fν
GW
GW
ν
ν ,

tobs −δt/2

1
Cf ν (tobs , ∆tf ν , α̂) =
2nbin

tbin
obs +nbin

X



ΩbGW (f ) and Isb (ν) is the sky and time averaged background. If the observed intensity in some EM frequency
bands are not sampled continuously, but the sky images
are taken only after a discrete time interval ∆τν , then one
replace the above integration into a discrete summation
as

Ωobs
GW (f, ti , α̂)

−

ΩbGW (f )



Iνobs (ti

+ ∆tf ν,i , α̂) −

Iνb


,

(15)

i=tbin
obs −nbin

where tbin
obs is the bin which relates to the observed time
tobs , ti is the time-bin with index i, ∆tf ν,i = ∆tf ν /∆τν
is the bin with which the signal should be correlated,
and nbin = δt/2∆τν denotes the number of bins over
which the correlated signal is added over. For different telescopes and observation techniques, the value of
∆τν is going to be different. Certainly, ∆τν needs to be
smaller than ∆tf ν to be able to capture the signal. For
the prompt gamma-ray signal, the value of ∆τν can be
less than a second [4, 44, 51], whereas for capturing the
low-frequency EM signals, operating in X-ray, UV, optical, infrared, and radio, the value of ∆τν can be of the
order a few hours timescale [4, 6, 44, 55]. So, by using either Eq. (14) or Eq. (15), we can search for the possible
correlated signal between GW and EM sectors.
In the absence of a correlated signal in both ΩGW (f )
and Isobs (ν), the above estimator given in Eq. (14) (or
Eq. (15)) vanishes. An excess intensity of the EM signal
Iνobs (t, α̂) over the background captures any additional
transient signal. For different frequency channels of EM

4

)hhI (f, t, α̂)h∗J (f 0 , t, α̂)i

ΩbGW (f, t0 )

where, δt is the small time interval over which we average the signals between the EM signal at frequency ν,
with the GW signal at frequency f . The averaging time
is much larger than the sampling time step δtsam of the
SGWB signal, and small/similar to the temporal correlation scale ∆tf ν = (1+z)∆tfr νr , i.e. δtsam << δt . ∆tf ν .

3

0

(32π 3 f 3 )
δ(f
3H02
3

f
[8] at frequency f , we can
write an estimator for the time-domain correlation with
the intensity map I obs (ν, t, α̂) of the EM signal 4 as

dc denotes the comoving distance to redshift z.



Using the map of SGWB Ωobs
GW (f, t, α̂) =

Using short-time Fourier transformation of a time-ordered data
R t+τ /2
0
d(t0 ) which is defined as d(t, f ) = t−τ /2 d(t0 )e−2iπf t dt0
obs
Iν (t, α̂) is the EM signal within the resolved sky resolution of
the SGWB.

observations, we can construct the sky map of the difference in the intensity of the signal as a function of observation time, which can be cross-correlated with the
SGWB signal. The time-domain cross-correlation search
between the GW signal and the EM signal needs to be
carried out in multiple frequencies of both these sectors
to separate an unrelated transient from an actual EM
counterpart which is related to the EM signal. The crosscorrelation technique in the time-domain makes it possible to isolate the signal from the noise and unrelated
foreground signals and transients, even when the signal
is weak as the noise between different detectors is uncorrelated. This makes the time-domain cross-correlation a
clean way to identify the EM counterparts of the SGWB
sources. Using time-domain cross-correlations between
the EM and GW signals, the EM signal can be used as a
guide to distinguish between the true SGWB signal and
noise. The expression given in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15)
is written in terms of the observed intensity difference in
different frequency bands as a function of time. For the
EM frequency bands, we have written the above expression in terms of the difference in the intensity between
two instants of time. The presence of an excess signal
at a time t over the sky background at the same sky direction is correlated with the excess signal in the GW
background signal. For an assured recovery of the EM
counterpart to the GW signal and to reduce the confu-
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FIG. 3: We show the normalized correlation coefficient
between the mock time-series data of SGWB and EM
signal as a function of the observation time tobs after
performing 20 second bin averages. The correlation
between the two is large when the signals are present in
both the data samples (SGWB and EM signal),
otherwise, it does not show a strong correlation. The
correlation time is the short amount of time during
which the two signals show a correlation which is
shorter than the observation time. The error on the
correlation is larger than the amplitude of a single
signal. So individual measurements are not statistically
significant. One needs to combine several time-domain
correlations to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.

sion with the unrelated transient source, it is essential
to have a measurement of the non-zero time-domain correlation for multiple EM frequency channels. The total
signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of the signal needs
to be made by combining multiple frequency bands. We
discuss more this in Sec. V. If the correlated signal between GW and EM is not present at different frequency
channels, then it cannot be considered as EM counterpart related to the GW signal but should be considered
as unrelated transient.
IV.

APPLICATION TO MOCK SAMPLES

To show a proof of principle of the time domain correlation, we implement this method on a simulated timeseries data assuming two detectors (hI (t) and hJ (t)) and
EM signals Iν (t) for two frequency channels. For the GW
data, we obtain time-series data for a pair of GW detectors i ∈ {I, J} as hi (t) = s(t) + ni (t), where hi (t) is the
total GW strain in the ith detector, composed of the GW
signal s(t) and the Gaussian noise realizations ni (t, x̂)
for the ith detector with known noise power spectrum
according to the design sensitivity of the LIGO-Virgo
detectors [24, 26]. The Gaussian noise realizations for
different detectors are uncorrelated. For the GW signal,
we consider binary neutron stars (BNSs) of individual
mass MN S = 1.4 M with two signals within a timeseries data of length 1000 seconds. For BNSs, with the

currently known event rate from LVC [77], the duty cycle is going to be less than one for a frequency range
f ≥ 20 Hz, which makes the sources non-overlapping in
the time-domain. So, we consider two non-overlapping
sources contributing to the SGWB signal in a mock data
duration of 1000 seconds. The simulated time-series is
assumed to have two injected sub-threshold GW signals
at the level of one-fourth of the power spectrum of the
instrument noise at frequency f between 10 Hz and 50
Hz. The simulated signal is then added to the Gaussian
noise having the power spectrum of aLIGO with different
noise realizations for two different detectors. We apply
the cross-correlation between the two simulated SGWB
data sets hI (t) and hJ (t), to obtain the SGWB power
spectrum (Ω̂obs
GW (f, t, α̂)) at frequency f using [8, 12–15]
∗
0
Ωobs
IJ (f, t, α̂) ≡hhI (f, t)hJ (f , t)i
0
=δ(f − f )hsI (f, t, α̂)s∗J (f 0 , t, α̂)i,

(16)

For the injected gravitational signals, we consider EM
signals in the frequency bands νr = 107 Hz and νr = 1013
Hz, with a simple model of the light-curve written in
terms of the time duration ∆tfr νr after the merger of the
GW sources and emission of the EM signal in the source
rest frame by [78, 79]

Iνr (∆tfr νr ) = Aν

νr
ν0

−β 

−α1 κ
∆tfr νr
tp

α κ −1/κ (17)
∆tfr νr 2
+
,
tp

where for this simple model, tp denotes the peak time
whose value is taken as 9 seconds, the rise and the decay
parameters α1 and α2 are taken as 0.9 and 2.0 respectively. The smoothness parameter κ = 2 is considered in
this analysis. The frequency dependence of the emission
in considered as a power-law with the index β = 0.585
with the pivot point ν0 = 107 Hz. The amplitude of
the flux Aν is considered to be frequency-dependent with
Aν=107 Hz = 10−2 Jy/sr and Aν=1013 Hz = 10−3 Jy/sr.
The standard deviation of the noise for the EM signal is
considered to be constant in time as σIν /Iν = 0.5 (which
resembles only a 2σ detection of the EM signal).
We apply the estimator given in Eq. (14) between the
SGWB signal Ωobs
IJ (f, t, α̂) with the intensity of the EM
signal Iν (t + ∆t) for different values of the time ∆t with
the integration time scale δτ = 10 seconds. The crosscorrelation signal between the mock data samples shows a
spike when the signal is present in both SGWB and EM
signals. The SGWB signal does not correlate with the
noise in the EM signal and shows correlation only with
the astrophysical source at the same spatial location separated by time difference time ∆tf ν . The time-domain
cross-correlation between ΩGW (f, t) and Iν (t) is shown
in Fig. 3 after averaging over temporal window 10 seconds using the estimator mentioned in Eq. (14). The
correlation between the two is large only when the signal
is present in both SGWB mock data ΩGW (f, t) and EM
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mock data Iν (t), otherwise the cross-correlation between
the two time-series does not lead to a constructive signal.
This is the key aspect that makes the time-domain correlation between the GWs and EM waves a potentially
clean way to measure the EM counterparts to the signals
which ordinarily are hidden in the noise of the GW detector. The fact that EM detector noise has zero mean,
and is uncorrelated with the GW detector noise, makes it
possible to find a strong correlation only when the signal
is present in both the EM and SGWB data. In Fig. 3
we show only the normalised mean cross-correlation signal. The normalized signal is defined as the correlation
signal divided by the maximum value of the correlation
signal. This is to show how different time-correlation signals will show up for different signal strengths. The crosscorrelation indicates that if the signal is not present in
both the GW and EM sectors, then the mean value of the
cross-correlation vanishes. This is because if there is no
excess signal over the background in the EM sector then
the product of this with the GW background map vanishes. The inferred mean signal helps in identifying the
possible counterpart and isolating unrelated transients,

SN R(Cf ν (∆tf ν )) =

X X X X Z
k ij,i>j Tbins Npix

f 0 +∆f 0 /2

f 0 −∆f 0 /2

Z

by combining multiple EM frequency channels. The associated error on the measurement of the time-domain
correlation will depend on the errors in both GW data
and EM data, and we will discuss this in the next section. To make high signal-to-noise ratio measurements
of the time-domain correlated signal, we need to do the
cross-correlation study over time scales of years. If we
assume that EM measurements have a higher signal-tonoise ratio than the SGWB, then the detection of the
time-domain correlation signal improves as well. This is
explained in more detail in the next section.

V.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR A
NETWORK OF GW DETECTORS

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the measurement
of the correlation signal Cf ν (∆tf ν ) can be obtained by
integrating over the observation time Tobs and all-sky directions α̂. By estimating the SGWB signal over a frequency bandwidth ∆f centered at f , and estimating the
EM signal over a frequency bandwidth ∆ν, centered at
ν, we can obtain the SNR as

ν 0 +∆ν 0 /2

df
ν 0 −∆ν 0 /2

2
dνCf ν (tobs , ∆tf ν , α̂)Z −1 (∆Ω2Nij (f ), ∆IN
(ν), α, α0 )
k

1/2
× Cf ν (tobs , ∆tf ν , α̂ )
,
0

(18)

2
(ν), α, α0 ) is the covariance mawhere Z(∆Ω2Nij (f )∆IN
k
trix for the GW signal and EM signal between two sky
positions α and α0 , the summation over k denotes all
the EM emission detectable by observing the sky at fre2
quency ν with detector noise power spectrum ∆IN
(ν)
k
(and assuming that the background intensity signal Isb (ν)
is stationary). Here we do not assume the sky signal of the EM part to be Gaussian, but only assumes
that the detector noise is Gaussian. The sum over {ij}
denotes different pairs of GW detectors, ∆Ω2Nij (f ) =
100π 4 Pi Pj f 6 /9H04 γ 2 (f, t, α̂) is the SGWB noise power
spectrum at frequency f [8] which can be written in terms
of the noise power spectrum of the ith GW detector Pi
(and Pj for the j th detector), and the normalized overlap reduction function γ(α̂, f, t) depends on the detector
response function [80, 81]. Tbins = Tobs /δt is the number
of independent temporal bins available over the observation time Tobs , and Np is the number of independent sky
patches in the overlapping observed sky area fsky (ν) between the map of the SGWB and the sky map of the EM
signal at frequency ν. The EM observations in every frequency band are not going to have full sky coverage. The

overlapping sky coverage between the GW and the EM
observations are going to depend on the EM telescope
and will be different for different EM frequency bands of
the EM signal. In the next section (Sec. VI), we briefly
discuss a possible observational strategy in different frequency bands. The angular resolution of the SGWB map
is diffraction-limited and given by ∆Θgw = c/2f D where
D is the distance between a pair of GW detectors. The
above mentioned SNR improves with more observation
time, more GW detectors and EM detectors, better sky
resolution, and larger fraction of observable sky area.
To simplify, above equation, if there are Np number
of independent sky patches with the joint GW and EM
signals detected all over the sky per year after combining
all GW detectors, then we can write the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for the measurement of the Cf ν (∆tf ν ) as
SN R =

X
Tobs

Np Tobs
yr



Cf2ν (∆tf ν )
2
2
∆ΩNef f (f )∆IN
(ν)
ef f

1/2
,
(19)

where Ω2Nef f (f ) is the effective noise in the SGWB from
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all pairs of detectors at GW frequencies f within the
2
bandwidth ∆f . ∆IN
(ν) is the effective noise in the
ef f
intensity of the EM signal at frequency ν after combining all the detectors. Although the high SNR SGWB
measurement is going to be limited by the angular resolution ∆Θ ∼ 1 radian [16], EM counterpart measurements
should provide accurate identifications of sky localization. As a result, angular scales which are unresolved in
the SGWB signal can be probed with the aid of EM signals. Hence if we can pinpoint the sky locations using the
multi-frequency EM observations, then we can combine
all those sky positions to build up the total signal-tonoise ratio. As an example, suppose there are multiple
GW signals with the same sky localization error, but separated by time. Then with only the GW sector, we are
limited by the GW sky localization error. But using the
EM observation, if we can identify sky positions of all
these signal, then one combine all those sky directions.
As a result, the number of independent sky patches Np in
the time-domain cross-correlation technique can be large
and will be limited by the resolution of the instruments
measuring the EM signal.

VI.

OBSERVATION STRATEGY

In the framework of time-domain correlations, we propose to cross-correlate the time-order EM data at different frequency bands with the time-ordered GW signal.
EM radiation is expected to be emitted over a wide frequency range from gamma-ray to radio for timescales of
a few seconds to years before/after the merger of the binaries. The transient nature of the EM counterparts, and
the limited field of view of the EM telescopes in most of
the frequency bands, make it challenging to follow up the
EM counterparts to the GW sources. Moreover, due to
the presence of a large number of EM emission signals
which are not associated with the GW sources, it becomes even more challenging to identify the correct EM
counterpart to the GW source. In the time-domain correlation proposed by us, both of these complications can
potentially be overcome. We briefly describe the observation strategy in the following paragraphs.
We propose a three-step method to explore the association of the EM-GW signal. We propose to use (i) the
time-ordered gamma-ray data to cross-correlate with the
time-ordered GW data, to find whether a pair of EMGW data signals are related, (ii) a follow-up search to
measure the emission in other frequency bands of the
EM signal in the direction of the sky for which the timedomain correlation signal between the gamma-ray and
the GW data have shown non-zero signals (iii) If the EM
counterparts are detected also in other frequency bands,
then to classify these signals as a possible joint-detection
and perform a time-domain correlation between the GW
and EM signals across the relevant EM frequency bands
to understand their association by applying theoretical
models or using the models developed empirically from

the detected events [6, 44, 82, 83]. In this setup, the EM
data provides essential guidance to searching for the associated GW signal from the large volume of GW data.
The reason for using the EM data as the trigger to search
for the GW signal is due to the feasibility of EM telescopes to probe to higher redshifts than the currently
ongoing GW detectors. The advantage of this proposed
method of the time domain cross-correlation with multiple EM frequency bands makes it possible to distinguish
between the unrelated transient sources. The method of
time-domain cross-correlation at frequency bands only
yields a non-zero effect when a signal is present in both
GW and EM data. For a transient source, the signal will
not show up at multiple EM frequency bands, in comparison to an actual associated signal event which will
exhibit signatures in multiple EM frequency bands.
Several previous studies have searched for EM counterparts for the GW sources [4, 6, 44, 84–86] and the search
for EM counterpart of the sub-threshold events are going to be even more difficult. With an upper bound on
kilonova event rate < 900 Gpc−3 yr−1 [87], there will
be a plethora of possible kilonova up to high redshift.
The time-domain multi-frequency correlation technique
will be useful to distinguish between an associated transient and unrelated transients. The time-domain crosscorrelation study between the gamma-ray signal with the
GW data can identify possible signals which can be associated with each other and will help in distinguishing between the unrelated transients and the transients which
are related to GW sources and will allow to also reduce
the sky localization to a few tens of square degrees to
a few hundreds of square degrees [88–90]. The followup search at a smaller sky volume will be possible from
the lower frequency channels such as X-ray, UV, optical, infrared, and radio to find the sources which exhibit
time-domain correlation with the sub-threshold GW signal and gamma-ray signal. The main advantage of this
technique is it can potentially open up the possibility
of detecting more GW170817-like events and understand
the true nature of compact objects. Furthermore, using
the proposal of this work, weak GW signals can be isolated from the GW noise with the aid of EM data, which
is currently not possible.
The successful scientific outcome from the timedomain cross-correlation between the EM data and the
GW data depends on the availability of EM telescopes in
multiple frequency bands and the availability of networks
of GW detectors. On the EM side, it is necessary to
monitor a large fraction of the sky at different frequency
bands with high cadence and to reach up to high cosmological redshifts. Upcoming missions such as the Vera
Rubin Observatory [52], Roman Telescope [53, 54], the
Gravitational-wave Optical Transient Observer (GOTO)
[91], and also proposals such as Transient High Energy
Sky and Early Universe Surveyor (THESEUS) [73] are
going to play a key role for searches for the time-domain
correlations. A detailed study specific to these EM telescopes to study the time domain cross-correlation with
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the GW data accessible from the current generation GW
detectors such as LIGO [23–25], Virgo [26, 27], KAGRA
[45, 46], and LIGO-India [92] will be done in future work.

VII.

PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSION

The novel and unexplored avenue proposed in this
work will allow us to study a broad range of scientific
applications in the fields of astrophysics, cosmology, and
fundamental physics.
Astrophysics: (i) This method enables us to search
for the EM counterparts of the sub-threshold GW signal and SGWB sources. (ii) The magnitude and shape
of the correlation signal for different characteristic times
∆tf ν will explore the energy budget of the astrophysical sources and their temporal evolution up to high redshift. (iii) The time-domain correlation between the subthreshold (or SGWB) and EM signals will help distinguish BNS and NS-BH systems from BBHs (or sources
without EM counterparts). (iv) The inference of the redshift of the source and the accurate sky localization of the
GW sources from any EM counterparts is going to help
in identifying the host galaxy. Hence the population of
the GW hosts can be studied up to high redshift. (v)
The redshift distribution of the merger rates also probed
by this method will be useful for distinguishing astrophysical compact objects from primordial black holes in
the case where the latter constitutes most of the dark
matter.
Cosmology and Fundamental physics: (i) In the
presence of a characteristic time-scale, the measurement
of time-dilation will provide direct evidence of the expansion of the Universe and can be used to identify the redshift to the sources contributing to the sub-threshold GW
signal and SGWB using Eq. (12), (ii) The observed time
delays between the GWs and the EM signals makes it
possible to study the speed of propagation of both signals
in space-time. The constraints on the differences between
the speed of propagation of GWs cGW and EM waves
cEM , defined as ∆cEM −GW /cEM = cEM ∆tf ν /Dl (z),
should be improved by orders of magnitude (by a factor (26 Mpc/Dl (z))) relative to the existing bounds from
GW170817 [2, 3], due to the large luminosity distance
Dl (z) accessible for the sub-threshold GW signal and
SGWB sources. For example, sources contributing to the
SGWB signal from redshift z = 5 are going to provide
stronger constraints by a factor ∼ 104 than the existing bound from GW170817 [2, 3]. Moreover, all-sky averaging is going to reduce the uncertainties associated
with the individual
p sources and will also improve the
constraints by Np Tobs . (iii) The dispersion of GWs
E 2 = p2 c2 + m2 c4 for different frequencies can be tested
by comparing the time differences between the propaga-
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